
This Crisis Ready® Flowchart is designed to help your teams 
effectively manage issues. While utilizing this flowchart,  
it will be helpful for your teams to be well versed in the 
following—all of which can be found in the resource section 
of the Crisis Ready Institute’s website.

•   Crisis Ready® definitions
•   Your organization’s Crisis Ready® internal escalation protocols
•   How to detect the likelihood of emotional escalation
•   How to respond to emotional escalation
•   How to manage controversies

An issue hAs 
occurred

Can we easily put  
the issue to bed  

with a sincere and  
honest response?

Evaluate the emotional relatability of the situation.  
Is it garnering negative, emotionally charged attention? Does the situation risk escalating further?

Can we easily correct them and regain control of the situation?

Does the situation risk 
negatively impacting our 
relationships,  reputation 

and/or our bottom  
line over the long-term?

Does the situation risk 
negatively impacting our 
relationships,  reputation 

and/or our bottom  
line over the long-term?
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Does the situation risk negatively 
impacting our relationships,  

reputation and/or our bottom  
line over the long-term?

Have we already released an  
emotionally intelligent response?

Are the facts correct?

Is our community  
coming to our defence?
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 Issue Management

 Elevating status quo to create a crisis resilient world.
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legend Monitor

Respond accordingly

Escalate to assessment/crisis team

Monitor the situation and let our 
community come to our defence.  
Consider responding to individual 
comments and questions with the 

aim of strengthening relationships.

Monitor and  
respond to inquiries,  

as appropriate.

Monitor while  
escalating to 

assessment/crisis team.

Monitor while escalating  
to assessment/crisis team.  
Ensure that an emotionally 

intelligent response is published 
with the least amount of time 

delay as possible. Use the Crisis 
Ready® Formula for Responding  

to Emotional Escalation  
for guidance and assistance. 

Monitor the situation and let our 
community come to our defence.  
Consider responding to individual 
comments and questions with the 

aim of strengthening relationships.

Publish a sincere  
response that addresses 

the issue, corrects 
misconceptions in an 

emotionally intelligent 
way, and focuses on 

strengthening relationships 
with stakeholders. Continue 

to monitor the situation, 
responding as appropriate.

Publish a sincere response  
that addresses the situation with  
honesty, integrity and emotional 
wisdom. Use the Crisis Ready® 

Formula for Responding to Emotional 
Escalation for guidance and 

assistance. Focus on learning from 
mistakes, taking corrective actions 

and strengthening relationships with 
stakeholders. Continue to monitor the 
situation, responding as appropriate.

Publish a sincere response that  
addresses the issue, apologize 
if an apology is due, and focus 
on strengthening relationships 

with stakeholders. Use the Crisis 
Ready® Formula for Responding to 
Emotional Escalation for guidance 

and assistance. Monitor the 
situation closely and if it continues 
to escalate, notify the assessment/

crisis team in alignment with 
the organization’s internal 

escalation protocols.

Publish a sincere  
response that  

addresses the issue. 
Apologize if an apology 

is due and focus 
on strengthening 
relationships with  

stakeholders. Continue 
to monitor the situation, 

responding when 
appropriate.
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